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On the Validity of the Decoupling Assumption for
Analyzing the 802.11 MAC Protocol

Jeong-woo Cho, Jean-Yves Le Boudec,Fellow, IEEE,and Yuming Jiang

Abstract—Performance evaluation of the 802.11 MAC pro-
tocol is classically based on the decoupling assumption, which
hypothesizes that the backoff processes at different nodes are
independent. A necessary condition for the validity of this
approach is the existence and uniqueness of a solution to a fixed
point equation. However, it was also recently pointed out that this
condition is not sufficient; in contrast, a necessary and sufficient
condition is a global stability property of the associated ordinary
differential equation. Such a property was established only for a
specific case, namely for a homogeneous system (all nodes have
the same parameters) and when the number of backoff stages is
either 1 or infinite and with other restrictive conditions. In this
paper, we give a simple condition that establishes the validity of
the decoupling assumption for the homogeneous case. We also
discuss the heterogeneous and the differentiated service cases and
show that the uniqueness condition is not sufficient; we exhibit
one case where the fixed point equation has a unique solution
but the decoupling assumption is not valid.

Index Terms—Mean field theory, ordinary differential equa-
tion, fixed point equation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Living up to the growing and insatiable hunger for higher
wireless throughput of users, IEEE 802.11n was ratified and
released recently in October 2009, to which a lot of enterprises
are reported to migrate. The increased maximum bit rate of
802.11n,600Mbps, along with its easy deployability, suggests
the potential use of an 802.11n access point as an wireless
router transacting a huge amount of data of many nodes. In
this work, we focus on the performance evaluation of 802.11
under the many-node regime,i.e., N → ∞.

Most existing work on performance evaluation of the 802.11
MAC protocol [2], [9], [10], [15] relies on the “decoupling
assumption” which was first adopted in the seminal work of
Bianchi [2]. Though having been defined in various ways, it
essentially assumes that all the nodes in the same network
experience the sametime-invariantcollision probability, which
in turn amounts to the assumption that the backoff processes
are independent1. This assumption is unavoidable primarily
because the stationary distribution of the original Markov
chain cannot be explicitly written due to the irreversibility of
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the chain [10] even for small number of backoff stages,i.e., 3
and4, unless the population is very small. A similar point was
stressed by P. R. Kumar in an interview with Science Watch
Newsletter [11]:

”A good analogy is in thermodynamics. Instead of trying to
study the behavior of just three or four molecules and how they
move around, you study the behavior of billions and trillions of
molecules. . . . Similarly, we want to see what you can say about
wireless networks in the aggregate.”

which suggests an analogy of the intractable small-scale
problems in different areas. If weliken each wireless node to
a particle in a physical system, which condition would suffice
for every particle being absolutelydecoupledfrom the rest?

Once we assume that the decoupling assumption holds, the
analysis of the 802.11 MAC protocol leads to afixed point
equation(FPE) [10], also called Bianchi’s formula. Kumaret
al. [10] revisited the FPE and axiomized several remarkable
observations, advancing the state of the art to more system-
atic models and paving the way for more comprehensive
understanding of 802.11. Above all, one of the key findings
of [10], already adopted in the field [15], [12], is that the
full interference model, also called the single-cell model [10]
and is the main focus of our work, leads to thebackoff
synchrony property[14] which implies the backoff process
can be completely separated and analyzed solely through the
FPE technique.

It is however pointed out by the work of Benaı̈m and
Le Boudec [1, Section 8.2], using a mean field convergence
method, that the uniqueness of a solution to the FPE does not
necessarily lead to the validity of the decoupling assumption
in the stationary regime. That is, the decoupling assumption
along with its FPE has not been theoretically validated yet,
though regarded as a plausible assumption especially when
the number of nodes is large (N ≫ 1). The main purpose of
this paper is to provide an answer to the following challenging
question with appropriate mathematical formalism.

Q:“Under which conditions is the FPE valid?”

That is, we refound the FPE technique on mean field theories
[6], [1] which render down the validity of the FPE into the
stability of a nonlinearordinary differential equation(ODE),
to which a scaled version of the original Markov chain is
shown to converge whenN → ∞. A comprehensive summary
of the literature and the outstanding questions raised therein
has been recently made by Duffy [8].

1The meaning of “to decouple” in the literature as well as in our work is
an abuse of terminology, in the sense that it has implied not only ‘to decouple
nodes’ (independence) but also ‘to have a time-invariant collision probability’.
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In line with the preceding argument, Bordenaveet al. in [6,
Theorem 5.4] studied thehomogeneouscase (all nodes have
same per-stage backoff probabilities) for the case where the
number of backoff stages is infinite. They found the following
sufficient condition for global stability of the ODE, hence for
validity of the decoupling assumption:

q0 < ln 2 andqk+1 = qk/2, ∀k ≥ 0 (BMP)

whereqk is there-scaled2attempt probability (to be defined in
Section II-B) for a node in backoff stagek. In this paper, we
focus on the case where the total number of backoff stages
K + 1 is finite, as this is true in practice and in Bianchi’s
formula. Sharmaet al. [17] obtained a result forK = 1 and
mentioned the difficulty to go beyond.

Before offering our answer, we discover an intriguing fact
that not only (i) the MONOtonicity ((MONO) in Sec. II) but
also (ii) the Mild INTensity of per-stage attempt probability
((MINT ) in Sec. II) implies the uniqueness of a solution to
the FPE, which is naturally a necessary condition for stability.
Moreover, the latter (MINT ) is proven to guarantee the global
stability of the ODE. The finding greatly simplifies the story
because simply that the attempt probability isupper-bounded
by the reciprocal of the population suffices for each node being
completely decoupled from the rest, namelyqk ≤ 1 for all k.
Moreover, it is shown that, for the familiar parameter setting
qk = q0/mk wherem ≥ 1, the condition (MINT ) suffices for
maximizing the aggregate throughput of the network, hence it
is a practical condition.

In order to offer various services to higher priority users
with additional performance requirements, 802.11e standard
introduced the enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA)
functionality that has two mechanisms to differentiate the per-
class settings of (i) the contention window (CW) and (ii) the
idle time after each transmission. Since the former, CW dif-
ferentiation, necessarily implies there are two or more classes,
we call the corresponding systemheterogeneous. The latter,
called AIFS differentiation, imposes an additional complexity
on the Markov chain analysis because whether the users of
a class may attempt transmission at each time-slot depends
on the type of the current time-slot, which again depends on
the activity of the users in the previous time-slot. This mutual
interaction of the two evolutions substantially complicates the
analysis. As of now, there isno ODE in the literature which
models AIFS differentiation using an appropriate formalism.

To tackle this problem, it is of importance to observe that the
stage evolution of all nodes (or stage density) is muchslower
than the evolution of the type of time-slots under the AIFS
differentiation. Thus the former can be taken to be constant
by the latter. An application of mean field theoretic result [1,
Theorems 1 & 2], formalized based on the same observation,
yields an extended ODEmodel of the backoff processes
in EDCA-enabled 802.11 networks. We alsoformulate an
extended FPEon the basis of this ODE, which is satisfied
by the equilibrium points of the ODE. It is remarkable that
this FPE coincides with that proposed in [10, Section VI].

2This word, used as an antonym of ‘scale’ in this work, means ‘to increase
the size of something’.

The versatility of the ODE model is demonstrated by inves-
tigating some selected counterexamples. In the first example,
we consider a homogeneous system where all nodes use the
same parameters and show that the system isbistable in
that the backoff process, after whirling closely around an
equilibrium for a very long time, suddenly jumps into another
equilibrium, and vice versa. The FPE model is only capable of
identifying three equilibrium points as its solutions, whereas
the ODE model is further capable of classifying the two of
them into locally stable points and the other into unstable
point, accurately reflecting the multistability. The trajectories
of the ODE constitutes a separatrix which divides the initial
condition space into two regions. We also consider a het-
erogenous system where the set of nodes are divided into two
classes. A delicate determination of the parameters renders the
systemoscillatorysuch that all trajectories converge to a stable
limit cycle formed around an unstable unique equilibrium
point where the limit cycle is as determined by the extended
ODE. This example also serves as an illustration of the fact
that there may be a unique solution to the fixed point equation
whereas the decoupling assumption doesnot hold.

This paper discovers a fundamental condition for perfect
decoupling of wireless nodes under the asymptotic regime
which is essential for the design of 802.11 in a predictable
manner and founds an extended fixed point equation of greater
generality on mean field theory, which constitutes the contri-
butions of the paper. We also stress that the stability condition
established in this work for the first time has been tantalizing
other researchers as well,e.g., [17, Appendix B].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we present a brief overview of recent advances in mean
field theory and proves a global stability condition of the
ODE, which is in turn shown to be capable of optimizing
the throughput. In Section III, we elaborate on another com-
plexities arising from EDCA and derive its corresponding
ODE model. Some counterexamples in Section IV illustrate
the utility of the ODE models. Concluding remarks and a
challenging outstanding problem are given in Section V.

II. M EAN FIELD TECHNIQUE REVISITED

The backoff process in 802.11 is governed by a few rules
if the duration of per-stage backoff is taken to be exponential:
(i) every node in backoff stagek attempts transmission with
probabilitypk for every time-slot; (ii) if it succeeds,k changes
to 0; (iii) otherwise, k changes to(k + 1) mod (K + 1)
whereK is the index of the highest backoff stage. Markov
chain models, which have been widely used in describing
complex systems including 802.11, however, very often lead
to excessive complications as discussed in Section I. In this
section, we present a surrogate tool for the analysis,mean
field theory. It is noteworthy that the rules used in 802.11,
i.e., (i)–(iii), closely resemble the mean field equations laid
out below.

A. Basic Operation of DCF Mode

Time is slotted. Each node following the randomized access
procedure of 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF)
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generates abackoff valueafter receiving the Short Inter-Frame
Space (SIFS) if it has a packet to send. This backoff value is
uniformly distributed over{0, 1, · · · , 2b0−1} (or {1, 2, · · · ,
2b0}) where2b0 is the initial contention window.

Whenever the medium is idle for the duration of a Dis-
tributed Inter-Frame Space (DIFS), a node unfreezes (starts)
its countdown procedure of the backoff and decrements the
backoff by one per every time-slot. It freezes the countdown
procedure as soon as the medium becomes busy. There ex-
ist K + 1 backoff stages whose indices belong to the set
K := {0, 1, · · · , K} where we assumeK > 0. If two or
more wireless nodes finish their countdowns at the same
time-slot, there occurs a collision between RTS (ready to
send) packets if the CSMA/CA (carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance) is implemented, otherwise two data
packets collide with each other. If there is a collision, each
node who participated in the collision multiplies its contention
window by the multiplicative factorm. In other words, each
node changes its backoff stage indexk to k + 1 and adopts a
new contention window2bk+1 = 2mk+1b0. If k +1 is greater
than the index of the highest backoff stage number,K, the
node steps back into the initial backoff stage whose contention
window is set to2b0. In the IEEE 802.11b standard,m = 2,
K = 6 (7 attempts per packet), and2b0 = 32 are used.

This work focuses on the performance ofsingle-cell802.11
networks in which all 802.11-compliant nodes are within such
a distance from each other that a node can hear whatever
the other nodes transmit. Since all nodes freeze their backoff
countdown during channel activity, the total time spent in
backoff countdowns up to any time is the same for all nodes.
Therefore, it issufficient to analyze the backoff process in
order to investigate the performance of single-cell networks.
This technique has been adopted in many works including
[10], [15], [6], [1].

B. The Bianchi’s Formula

In performance analysis of 802.11, Bianchi’s formula and its
many variants are probably the most known [2], [7], [9], [10],
[12], [13], [15], [16]. Assuming that there areN nodes, the
Bianchi’s formula can be written compactly in a more general
fixed point equation(FPE) form:

p̄ =

∑K

k=0 γk

∑K

k=0
γk

pk

, (1)

γ = 1 − e−Np̄ (2)

wherep̄ andγ respectively designate the average attempt rate
and collision probability of every node at each time-slot. The
attempt probability in backoff stagek is denoted bypk and
defined as the inverse of the mean contention window,i.e.,
pk = 1/(bk − 1/2). Note that, as long as the backoff stage
k = 0 follows backoff stagek = K for any attempts, the
statistics likep̄ andγ are not affected by whether attempts in
backoff stageK are successful or not.

The main weak point of the FPE model is that it cannot be
concluded entirely from the form of FPE whether its solution
(even if it is unique) might be a first-order approximation of

p̄ and γ. It is, perhaps, surprising that whether the Bianchi’s
formula is valid or not has never been completely agreed upon,
despite the fact that the FPE has been ade factoprincipal tool
for the analysis.

Exactly under which condition the FPE holds is recently
being rediscovered with rigorous mathematical arguments [6],
[1], called mean field independence. Although the particle
interaction model proposed in [1] overcomes some limitations
and broadens applicability of the mean field model proposed
by Bordenaveet al. [6], both of them have found that, as the
number of particles goes to infinity,i.e., N → ∞, the stage
distribution of every node evolves according to a set ofK +1
dimensional nonlinear ordinarydifferential equations (ODE)
under an appropriate scaling of time.

C. Validation of Decoupling Assumption: ODE model

Let us dive into the details of the ODE model. Both [1] and
[6] rely upon the concept of intensity scaling for mathematical
tractability. The intensity scaling means that the intensity,
defined as the number of state (backoff stage) transitions per
node per time-slot, is vanishing [6],i.e., converges to0 as
N → ∞ [1]. This vanishing intensity precludes aggregate
probabilities of nodes from beingsaturated(becoming 0 or 1)
and makes formulation of the mean field differential equations
possible. Specifically, in this work, the ODE is derived by
means of the following two key scalings.

• Intensity scaling is to slow downthe evolution of each
node by a factor ofN , such that each node in backoff
stagek attempts transmission with probabilityqk/N .

• Re-scaling is to acceleratethe evolution of time-slots
by N , such that a variable att before this operation is
translated into another variable att/N . For example, see
Φ(t) andφ(t/N) in the below.

Then the scaled version of the Markov chain converges to an
ODE system asN → ∞. The intensity scaling technique can
be construed as an essential property that must be imposed
upon all practical systems where particles (or nodes) share a
common resource of fixed capacity [6]. The limit variables
which we obtain by applying the re-scaling and the limit
operationN → ∞ are dubbedmean field limits (MFL) in
this paper.

Denoting byXn(t) the backoff stage of noden at time-slot
t, the occupancy measure (or empirical measure) of backoff
stagek at time-slott is defined as

Φk(t) :=
1

N

N∑

n=1

1{Xn(t)=k} (3)

where1{·} is the indicator function. It is shown in [6] that
Φ(Nt) converges in probability toφ(t) which is the solution
of the ODE:

dφ0

dt
(t) = q̄(t) (1 − γ(t)) − q0φ0(t) + qKφK(t)γ(t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

inflow from K

(4)

which is the drift equation with respect toφ0(t) and

dφk

dt
(t) = qk−1φk−1(t)γ(t) − qkφk(t), (ODE)
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which is the drift equation fork ∈ {1, · · · , K}. Here q̄(t) :=
∑K

k=0 qkφk(t) is the MFL of the average attempt rate andγ(t)
is that of the collision probability to be defined very soon. It is
important to note that the above system isdegenerate3, because
we also have amanifold relation φ0(t) ≡ 1 −

∑K

k=1 φk(t),
which can be plugged into (ODE) to eliminate (4), whereupon
we only need to consider theK-dimensional system (ODE).
We will use the reduced version (ODE) throughout this work
to simplify the exposition. This system (ODE) will be called
homogeneousbecause all nodes adopt the same parameter set
qk andK.

The drift equation (ODE) can be intuitively understood. For
example, the first term and second term on the right-hand side
in (ODE) are respectively the inflow caused by collisions in the
(k−1)th backoff stage and the outflow caused by any attempts
in thekth backoff stage. Note that the underbraced term in (4)
was not considered in [6], and exists only in networks with
finite backoff stages.

We recapitulate here the derivation ofγ(t) in [6]. Recall
that the attempt probability of every node in backoff stagek
is taken to beqk/N . The collision probability of a tagged node
n in backoff stageXn(t) necessarily takes the form

Γ(t, n) := 1 −
(

1 −
qXn(t)

N

)−1 K∏

k=0

(

1 −
qk

N

)N ·Φk(t)

(5)

which is the probability that at least one other node thann
attempts transmission at time-slott. Here we can see that the
termqXn(t)/N vanishes asN → ∞. Just asΦ(Nt) converges
to φ(t) asN → ∞, the re-scaled versionΓ(Nt, n) converges
to its MFL asN → ∞. Thus we similarly define the MFL of
collision probability as follows:

γ(t) := lim
N→∞

Γ(Nt, n).

Then it follows from the definition of exponential function
limN→∞(1 − x/N)N = exp(−x) that we have

γ(t) = 1 − e−
∑K

k=0
qkφk(t) = 1 − e−q̄(t) (6)

which is the final form we use in (ODE). Remark thatΓ(t, n)
depends on the backoff stageXn(t) where noden is, whereas
its MFL γ(t) is common to all nodes.

Equating the right-hand sides of (4) and (ODE) to zero
yields the following equilibrium points:

φk =
q0

qk

γkφ0, andφ0 =
q̄

q0

∑K

k=0 γk

whereupon the backoff stage distribution of every node at the
equilibrium can be computed as:

φk =
γk

qk

∑K

j=0
γj

qj

.

By plugging the manifold relation
∑K

k=0 φk(t) ≡ 1 into the
above, we can get the following fixed point equation in the

3A degenerate system has asingular Jacobian matrix which means that its
linearization cannot determine the local stability of the system.

stationary regime:

q̄ =

∑K

k=0 γk

∑K

k=0
γk

qk

, (FPE1)

γ = 1 − e−q̄. (FPE2)

The theoretical limit of mean field analysis represented by
(ODE) needs to be clearly understood. The nonlinear ODE
model only implies thatany node will be in backoff stagek
with the common probabilityφk(t/N) under the asymptotic
regime,N → ∞. The component ratioφ(t), in general a time-
varying solution of (ODE), is not guaranteed to be constant.
Bordenaveet al. [6, Theorem 5.4] studies its global stability of
the asymptotic case whenK = ∞, the more practical case for
finite K remains to be proved. The need of a proof for finite
K is stressed in [1, pp.833] due to its practical implication. In
line with this, by appealing to a Lyapunov function, Sharma
et al. proved this for the caseK = 1 where there are only
two backoff stages [17, Lemma 3].

Before presenting the result for finiteK in Theorem 1, we
describetwo different sufficient conditions for the uniqueness
of the equilibrium. To simplify the exposition, we first define
two conditions:

qk is nonincreasing ink. (MONO)

(FPE1)-(FPE2) has a unique solution. (UNIQ)

The following lemma holds as long as the right-hand side
of (FPE2) is increasing in̄q. That is, the lemma does not
fully exploits the exponential form of (FPE2). It is remarkable
that Lemma 1 was originally established by Kumaret al. [10,
Theorem 5.1]. We give asimpleralternative proof in Appendix
A based on the method of mathematical induction.

Lemma 1 (Monotonicity Implies Uniqueness)
(MONO ) implies (UNIQ ).

To present the second sufficient condition for the uniqueness
of the equilibrium, we define another condition:

q̄(t) ≤ 1, ∀t ≥ 0. (7)

As we are interested inglobal stability, we need to show that
the solutions of (ODE) withany initial condition converge
to the unique equilibrium. Recall that̄q(t) =

∑K

k=0 qkφk(t),
from the form of which it is clear that (7) holds for any initial
conditionφ(0) if and only if

qk ≤ 1, ∀k. (MINT)

Interestingly, the above upper bound on the per-stage attempt
probabilities also implies (UNIQ ). This intermediateresult is
presented here to shorten the proof of Theorem 1, which is
the final form of the result.

Lemma 2 (Mild Intensity Implies Uniqueness)
(MINT ) implies (UNIQ ).

Proof: Putting qmax := maxk∈K qk, it is clear that
(MINT ) is equivalent toqmax ≤ 1. First, we have

q̄ =

∑

k∈K
γk

∑

k∈K

γk

qk

≤

∑

k∈K
γk

∑

k∈K

γk

qmax

= qmax ≤ 1. (8)
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Multiplying the both sides of (FPE1) bye−q̄ yields:

q̄e−q̄ =

∑

k∈K
γk

∑

k∈K

γk

qk

· e−q̄

=
1

∑

k∈K

γk

qk

·

∑

k∈K
γk

∑∞
k=0 γk

. (9)

The second factor of (9) can be rearranged as
∑

k∈K

γk(1 − γ) = (1 + · · · + γK) − (γ + · · · + γK+1)

= 1 − γK+1 = 1 − (1 − e−q̄)K+1

which is a decreasing function of̄q. As the first factor of (9)
is also a decreasing function ofq̄, (9) is decreasing in̄q. On
the other hand,̄qe−q̄ is increasing inq̄ ∈ [0, 1] and the range
of q̄e−q̄ is [0, e−1]. Since (9) decreases fromq0 at q̄ = 0 to

∑

k∈K
(1 − e−1)k

∑

k∈K

(1−e−1)k

qk

· e−1

at q̄ = 1, it suffices to show that the above is less than or equal
to e−1. In the meantime, (MINT ) implies that the above is less
than or equal toe−1. Therefore, (FPE1) and (FPE2) have a
unique solution.

Unlike Lemma 1, the forms of both (FPE1) and (FPE2) are
fully exploited for the proof of Lemma 2. Specifically, the fact
that q̄(1 − γ) is an increasing function in̄q over the interval
[0, 1] is used for the proof of Lemma 2.

So far we have shown that there are two sufficient con-
ditions, (MONO ) and (MINT ), for the uniqueness of the
equilibrium, (UNIQ ), which is naturally a necessary condition
for the global stability. We now show that one of them implies
the global stability in the following theorem, which also
completesthe logical relations between (MONO ), (UNIQ ),
(MINT ), and the global stability, as shown in the Venn
diagram in Fig. 1. Remark that Lemma 2 is now rendered
obsoleteby the following theorem because the global stability
of (ODE) automatically implies (UNIQ ), as clearly depicted
in Fig. 1.

Theorem 1 (Stability Condition)
(MINT ) implies the global stability of (ODE).

Proof: Becauseq̄(t) is bounded, there exist̄ql and a
sequence{τi} such that

lim inf
t→∞

q̄(t) = q̄l, lim
τi→∞

q̄(τi) = q̄l.

Sinceφ(t) is a probability measure on a finite sample spaceK,
φ(t) is tight [4]. Appealing to this, we can pick a convergent
subsequence{ti} such thatlimti→∞ φk(ti) = φk(∞) exists.

Defining ν(t) = infs≥t q̄(s), we necessarily haveν(t) ≤
q̄(t), ∀t ≥ 0 and limt→∞ ν(t) = q̄l. Consider thedegenerate
version of (ODE) which has one additional equation with
respect todφ0

dt
(t). By plugging the substitution̄q(t) ⇒ ν(t)

into this, we get the following modified ODE:

dϕ0

dt
(t) = ν(t)e−ν(t) − q0ϕ0(t) + qKϕK(t)(1 − e−ν(t)),

dϕk

dt
(t) = qk−1ϕk−1(t)(1 − e−ν(t)) − qkϕk(t).

Sinceν(t) becomes a constant fort = ∞, this ODE reduces
to a linear ODE ast → ∞ whose coefficient matrix takes the
following form:












−q0 0 0 . . . 0 qKγl

q0γ
l −q1 0 . . . 0 0

0 q1γ
l −q2 . . . 0 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 0 . . . −qK−1 0
0 0 0 . . . qK−1γ

l −qK












where we usedγl := limt→∞(1− e−ν(t)) for notational sim-
plicity. Applying Gershgorin’s circle theorem to the transpose
of this coefficient matrix shows that all the eigenvalues are
negative hence thatϕ(t) converges ast → ∞. Thus ϕ(∞)
should satisfy

q0ϕ0(∞) = q̄le−q̄l

+ qKϕK(∞)
(

1 − e−q̄l
)

, (10)

qkϕk(∞) = qk−1ϕk−1(∞)
(

1 − e−q̄l
)

, (11)

for k ∈ K\{0} becauselimt→∞ ν(t) = q̄l. Plugging (11) into
(10) yields

qkϕk(∞) = q̄l(1 − e−q̄l

)k

/
∑

j∈K

(1 − e−q̄l

)j . (12)

Suppose the initial conditionϕk(0) = φk(0), ∀k ∈ K. We
have the following equations from the modified ODE:

ϕ0(t) = e−q0tφ0(0)

+
∫ t

0 eq0(s−t)
{
ν(s)e−ν(s) + qKϕK(s)

(
1 − e−ν(s)

)}
ds,

(13)

ϕk(t) = e−qktφk(0)

+
∫ t

0
eqk(s−t)qk−1ϕk−1(s)

(
1 − e−ν(s)

)
ds, (14)

wherek ∈ K\{0}. First we haveν(t) ≤ 1 from the assumption
(MINT ). Since1−e−x andxe−x terms in the above equations
are increasing functions whenx ∈ [0, 1] and ν(t) ≤ q̄(t),
it can be checked by plugging (14) into (13)K times that
ϕ0(t) ≤ φ0(t) and henceϕk(t) ≤ φk(t), ∀t ≥ 0 and∀k ∈ K.
That is,φk(t) is lower-boundedby ϕk(t).

From (12) and the definition of the subsequence{ti}, we
have the following relation:

∑

k∈K
qkϕk(∞) = q̄l =

∑

k∈K
qkφk(∞).

where we recallφk(∞) was defined aslimti→∞ φk(ti) =
φk(∞). This result taken together withϕk(t) ≤ φk(t) proves
ϕk(∞) = φk(∞), ∀k ∈ K, and therefore,

∑

k∈K
ϕk(∞) =

1. Then it necessarily follows that̄ql should satisfy (FPE1)
and (FPE2) which have a unique solution by Lemma 2. This
implies q̄l = q̄.

Note that we can also provēqu = q̄ in a similar way
by defining q̄u and {ti} such thatlim supt→∞ q̄(t) = q̄u,
limti→∞ q̄(ti) = q̄u and limti→∞ φk(ti) = φk(∞). This will
show limt→∞ q̄(t) = q̄. That is, there is only one limit point
for q̄(t).

Finally, we can pick anewsequence{τi} such that

lim inf
t→∞

φk(t) = φl
k, lim

τi→∞
φk(τi) = φl

k,
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( )UNIQ

Stability

( )MINT

( )MONO

( )BMP

Fig. 1. Logical relations between conditions.

for all k ∈ K. Using the factlimt→∞ q̄(t) = q̄, it can be easily
proven thatlimt→∞ φk(t) = φk, ∀k ∈ K, in a similar way.
This establishes that(φ, q̄, γ) is globally stable.

Remark 1 R1.1 [Answer to Q1] This result justifies the
FPE approach used in [2], [7], [9], [10], [12], [13], [15], [16]
through rigorous arguments under the weakest assumption.
That is, the decoupling assumption is validated, as long as
the per-stage attempt probability is mild,i.e., (MINT ).

R1.2 Another result of [6, Theorem 5.4] for the caseK =
∞ requires an additionalmonotonicitycondition along with
a condition on attempt probability atk = 0 as shown in the
conditions (BMP) in Section I to prevent wireless node to
escape to infinite backoff stage. These conditions, designated
also by (BMP) in Fig. 1, correspond to a proper subset of
the intersection of (MINT ) and (MONO ). As compared with
[6, Theorem 5.4], Theorem 1 is a much stronger yet more
practical argument due to finiteK.

R1.3 As shown in Fig. 1, while the monotonicity (MONO )
implies only the uniqueness (UNIQ ) which is not a decisive
factor, (MINT ) implies both (UNIQ ) and the global stability,
assuring the validity of the decoupling assumption. It is still
openwhether (MONO ) implies the global stability or not.

R1.4 Informally, the theorem is demonstrated by the fact
that the solutionφ(t) cannot have more than one limit point.
The key observationunderlying its proof is that there exists
a stable differential equation which becomes asymptotically
linear ast → ∞ at the same time as its solutionϕ(t) lower-
boundsφ(t) such thatφ(t) is squeezedinto φ as t → ∞.

From another viewpoint, the theorem can be restated as
follows: the ODE is globally stable if the collision probability
γ(t) ≤ 1 − e−1 = 0.632 for any initial condition.

It is naturally apparent thatweakeningthe activity of nodes
is indispensableto decoupling the interaction between nodes,
hence a precondition to decoupling. Viewing the intensity
scaling as a weakening method, we note Theorem 1 requires
even stronger weakening as follows:

To accomplish decoupling, it is enough to further
weaken the node activity such that qk ≤ 1, along with the
intensity scaling.

D. Achievable Throughput

Let L and Lc denote the durations of a successful packet
transmission and a collision, expressed in terms of time-slot.
Also the fixed overhead for each successful transmission is
denoted byLo. Assuming that̄q(t) → q̄ asN tends to infinity,
we can define the achievable throughput or alternatively the
MFL of the aggregate throughput, as in [5, Section 5]:

Ω(q̄) :=
P1(q̄) · L

P1(q̄) · (L + Lo) + P0(q̄) + Pc(q̄) · Lc

(15)

where P1(q̄) := q̄e−q̄, P0(q̄) := e−q̄, and Pc(q̄) := 1 −
P1(q̄)−P0(q̄) are the MFLs of the probabilities at each time-
slot that only one node attempts transmission, none of the
users attempts transmission, and at least two users attempt
transmissions, respectively. Derivations of these MFLs are
similar to that of (5) and thus omitted.

Since (15) holds on the condition that (ODE) isglobally
stablesuch thatlimt→∞ q̄(t) = q̄, we can use (15) so long as
(MINT ) holds. Then the result of Theorem 1 poses another
question:

“Does (MINT ) suffice for maximizing (15)?”

Dividing the denominator of (15) by its nominator, we can
see that maximizing (15) is equivalent to minimizing

1

q̄
(1 − Lc) +

eq̄

q̄
Lc.

Differentiating this expression shows that the global maximum
of (15) is at the solution of the following equation:

1

Lc

− 1 = (q̄ − 1)eq̄ (16)

whose right-hand side is monotonically increasing inq̄ over
the domain(0,∞). Also both sides have the same range,i.e.,
(−1,∞). This implies, for each value ofLc ∈ (0,∞), there
exists a unique solution to (16), which is from now denoted
by q̄ = q̄∗. If Lc = 1, the solution isq̄∗ = 1. We can easily
show the following corollary.

Corollary 1 Suppose Lc ≥ 1. q̄∗ ≤ 1 maximizes (15).

In the meantime, forqk = q0/mk and q̄ = q̄∗, plugging
(FPE2) into (FPE1) yields:

q̄∗

q0
=

∑K

k=0

(
1 − e−q̄∗

)k

∑K

k=0 (1 − e−q̄∗)k mk
. (17)

The right-hand side of (17) is decreasing inm ∈ (0,∞). For
given optimal solution̄q∗, one can use (17) to findq0 andm
which satisfy (MINT ) and maximize (15) at the same time.
For instance, in order to obtain nonincreasingqk, one can
simply setq0 = 1 and computem from (17) wherem ≥ 1 is
warranted because the left-hand side of (17) is no greater than
1 and the right-hand side of (17) decreases from1 at m = 1
to 0 at m = ∞. Denoting bym = m∗ the solution to (17),
we have another corollary.

Corollary 2 Suppose Lc ≥ 1. For any q0 ∈ [q̄∗, 1], let qk =
q0/(m∗)k. qk is nonincreasing and satisfies (MINT ).

Note thatLc ≥ 1 in all versions of IEEE 802.11 MAC,
regardless of the usage of the RTS/CTS mechanism. In sum-
mary, (MINT ) is enough to maximize (15).
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III. M EAN FIELD WITH SERVICE DIFFERENTIATION

So far the discussion has centered on the homogeneous
system where all nodes have the same parameter set. Now
we turn to the heterogeneous case arising from the service
differentiation mechanisms defined in 802.11e standard. In
addition, a special kind of coupling caused by one of the
mechanisms necessitates formulating a new ODE model.

A. Prioritization Mechanisms

Although three prioritization mechanisms are provided by
enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) functionality,
one of which, called transmission opportunity (TXOP) [3],
exerts its influence only on time-slots when all nodes are
freezed (See Section II-A), hence no need for making an
analysis of it. The other two mechanisms are to differentiate
per-class settings of

• contention window (CW),
• arbitration interframe space (AIFS).

The first mechanism, CW differentiation, in the present
context amounts to per-class setting ofq0 and K, on the
assumption thatqk = q0/2k for k ∈ {0, · · · , K}. We
extend this feature by allowing per-class setting ofK and
qk for any k ∈ {0, · · · , K} for the sake of generality and
notational aesthetics. Since CW differentiation implies that
there are two or more classes, the corresponding system will
be calledheterogeneous, whether the following differentiation
is enabled or not.

The second, called AIFS differentiation, is to offer asoft
preemptive prioritization to a certain class by holding back
other classes from attempting transmissions for a few time-
slots. This preemption is effectuated byidling nodes for
different durations,i.e., AIFS, after every transmission. In
other words, AIFS differentiationreservesa few time-slots
for high-priority classes.

The analysis here is presented for the case where there
are two classes,i.e., Class H (high) and Class L (low), only
to simplify the exposition, but can be extended to arbitrary
number of classes. Let us call the time-slots reserved for Class
H reservedslots, which will correspond to the superscript R.
We call the remaining slots following reserved slotscommon
slots, corresponding to the superscript C. Note thatbothClass
H and Class L users can access the channel during common
slots, whereas the backoff procedures of Class L users are
suspended during reserved slots. The per-class parameters and
occupancy measures are denoted byqH

k , qL
k , KH, KL, ΦH

k (t)
andΦL

k(t).
There are two kinds of couplings caused by the above-

mentioned prioritization mechanisms.

• Inter-class coupling: As compared with the analysis car-
ried out in Section II-B where the stage evolution of nodes
depends only on their own stage density,i.e., the occu-
pancy measureΦ(·), the performance analysis of 802.11
in the presence of CW differentiation is complicated by
the very fact that two-class users mutually interact with
each other throughΦH(t) andΦL(t). Fortunately, it turns
out not very difficult to incorporate this complication into

Slot 1 Slot 2 ... Slot Δ

(t)-1 R
G

(t)R
G

(t)C
G

(t)-1 C
G

Reserved Slots Common Slots

Slot Δ+

(t)-1 R
G (t)-1 R

G(t)-1 R
G

(t)R
G

(t)R
G

(t)R
G

Fig. 2. Evolution of slot type follows a nonhomogeneous Markov chain.

the ODE model in the previous section because we are
simply dealing with two evolutions of the same kind.

• Coupling between two kinds of evolutions: However,
when it comes to AIFS differentiation, the issue is in-
volved by the fact that the stage distribution of nodes
in the previous time-slot affects the type of the current
time-slot, and besides, the type of the current time-slot
also affects the stage distribution of nodes in the next
time-slot. That is, there are now twodifferent kinds
of evolutions, stage evolution of nodes and slot type
evolutions of time-slots, the latter of which adds a new
type of state variable to the Markov chain model in
[2]. An interesting point to note is that Sharmaet al.
[17, Section IV] in a similar context also reckoned this
difficulty though they have not solved it.

B. Markov Model for the Evolution of Slot Type

To avoid notational confusion, we use only the original
occupancy measures in discrete time,i.e., ΦH

k (t) andΦL
k(t) in

this subsection. The MFLs of these variables will be defined
in the next subsection. We first divide the population into two
classes such that

NH + NL = N, σH :=
NH

N
, σL :=

NL

N
.

Without loss of generality, the sets of nodes of Class H and
Class L are denoted byNH := {1, · · · , NH} andN

L := {NH+
1, · · · , N}. Thus we define the occupancy measures as

ΦH
k (t) :=

1

N

∑

n∈NH

1{Xn(t)=k}, ΦL
k(t) :=

1

N

∑

n∈NL

1{Xn(t)=k}

so that we haveσH =
∑KH

k=0 ΦH
k (t) and σL =

∑KL

k=0 ΦL
k(t).

Since there is no inter-class transition of users,σH andσL are
constant and satisfy the relationσH + σL = 1. In this setting,
the probability that one or more nodes attempt transmission at
time-slot t of slot type R or C is as follows:

ΓR(t) := 1 −

KH
∏

k=0

(

1 −
qH
k

N

)N ·ΦH
k(t)

,

ΓC(t) := 1 −

KH
∏

k=0

(

1 −
qH
k

N

)N ·ΦH
k(t) KL

∏

k=0

(

1 −
qL
k

N

)N ·ΦL
k(t)

where we intentionally use the letterΓ which is the same as
the collision probability in (5) because in the mean field limit
the additional termqXn(t)/N in (5) vanishes.
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From the viewpoint of an individual node, we can describe
AIFS differentiation by only three rules: (i) after any trans-
mission attempt which is either successful or a failure, AIFS
procedure is initialized,i.e., a counter value is set to zero; (ii) if
the current time-slot is idle, the counter value is incremented
by one; (iii) if the counter value reaches its per-class AIFS
value, the node may attempt transmission with its per-stage
probability qH,L

Xn(t)/N .
Denoting the difference of the two per-class AIFS values

by ∆ ≥ 0, we can see that the transition structure based on
the aforementioned rules are illustrated by thenonhomoge-
neousMarkov chain in Fig. 2, where we used the non-idle
probabilitiesΓR,C(t) and the idle probabilities1 − ΓR,C(t) as
well. Here in Fig. 2 reserved time-slots and common time-
slots are respectively denoted by the notations ‘Slot 1’–‘Slot
∆’ and ‘Slot ∆+’. Note that∆+ means that, after any∆ or
more consecutiveidle backoff time-slots, the corresponding
slot-type must be C. It should be clear in Fig. 2 that not only
slot-type but also the backoff stages of nodesΦH,L(t) are also
changing over time-slots, henceΓR,C(t) is.

The simplification of the analysis bases upon the following
intuitive observation:

O:“As population grows, the stage distribution (density) varies
much slower than the type of time-slots.”

which is essentially due to the intensity scaling. Formally
speaking, the occupancy measures,ΦH

k (t) and ΦL
k(t), evolve

at a rate ofΘ(1/N) which ultimately vanishes asN → ∞,
whereas the probability that the slot-type changes for each
time-slot does not vanish and is strictly positive. Therefore,
we can analyze the evolution of slot typeas if the occupancy
measures were constant. Solving the balance equations as if
the Markov chain were homogeneous yields the following
stationary distributions for each slot type:

ΠR(t) =

∑∆−1
i=0

(
1 − ΓR(t)

)i

{
∑∆−1

i=0 (1 − ΓR(t))
i
}

+ (1−ΓR(t))∆

ΓC(t)

,

ΠC(t) =

(1−ΓR(t))∆

ΓC(t)
{
∑∆−1

i=0 (1 − ΓR(t))
i
}

+ (1−ΓR(t))∆

ΓC(t)

which satisfyπR(t)+πC(t) ≡ 1. Note that however, in general,
it is impossible to derive the stationary distribution of nonho-
mogeneous Markov chains where the transition probabilities
are time-varying.

C. Extended ODE Model with Prioritization Mechanisms

The MFLs of ΦH
k (t) and ΦL

k(t) are denoted byφH
k (t) and

φL
k(t) as in Section II-C. After manipulation akin to (6), we can

show that the MFLs of collision probability for the different
types of time-slots, R and C, take the forms

γR(t) = 1 − e−q̄H(t) and γC(t) = 1 − e−q̄H(t)−q̄L(t)

where the MFLs of the per-class average attempt rates are
defined as

q̄H(t) :=

KH
∑

k=0

qH
k φH

k (t) and q̄L(t) :=

KL
∑

k=0

qL
kφL

k(t).

Let gR(t) and gC(t) denote the drifts of(φH(t), φL(t))
under the conditions that all time-slots are of slot type R or C,
respectively. By means of the informal observation in Section
III-B, Benaı̈m and Le Boudec have formally established a few
results [1], by appealing to which, we now derive the final
extended ODE. To this aim, as in Section II-C, assume that
we eliminate manifolds by using the substitutionsφH

0 (t) ≡

σH −
∑KH

k=1 φH
k (t) andφL

0(t) ≡ σL −
∑KL

k=1 φL
k(t) and hence

we consider(KH +KL)-dimensional ODE. From the fact that
at a time-slot of slot-type R, only Class H users are allowed
to attempt transmission, whereas at a time-slot of slot-type C,
all users are allowed to do so, we have

gR(t) =













qH
KH−1φ

H
KH−1(t)γ

R(t) − qH
KHφH

KH(t)
...

qH
0 φH

0 (t)γR(t) − qH
1 φH

1 (t)
0
...
0













,

gC(t) =













qH
KH−1φ

H
KH−1(t)γ

C(t) − qH
KHφH

KH(t)
...

qH
0 φH

0 (t)γC(t) − qH
1 φH

1 (t)
qL
KL−1φ

L
KL−1(t)γ

C(t) − qL
KL φL

KL (t)
...

qL
0φL

0(t)γ
C(t) − qL

1φL
1(t)













.

Interestingly, we can apply [1, Theorems 1 & 2]4to show
that the resultant drift of(φH(t), φL(t)) becomes:

d

dt

[
φH(t)

φL(t)

]

= gR(t) · πR(t) + gC(t) · πC(t) (18)

whereπR(t) andπC(t) take the following forms

πR(t) =

∑∆−1
i=0

(
1 − γR(t)

)i

{
∑∆−1

i=0 (1 − γR(t))
i
}

+ (1−γR(t))∆

γC(t)

,

πC(t) =

(1−γR(t))∆

γC(t)
{
∑∆−1

i=0 (1 − γR(t))
i
}

+ (1−γR(t))∆

γC(t)

.

This result has the implication that we can derive (18) as a
linear combination of two kinds of MFLsgR,C(t) andπR,C(t)
where the latterπR,C(t) can be defined as

πR(t) := lim
N→∞

ΠR(Nt), πC(t) := lim
N→∞

ΠC(Nt)

whereΠR(·) andΠC(·) are the stationary distributions we com-
puted from Fig. 2 in Section III-B as if the nonhomogeneous
Markov chain were homogeneous.

Finally, after some manipulation of (18), we have the
following enhanced ordinary differential equation:

dφH
k

dt
(t) = qH

k−1φ
H
k−1(t)γ

H(t) − qH
k φH

k (t), (eODE1)

dφL
k

dt
(t) = πC(t)

{
qL
k−1φ

L
k−1(t)γ

C(t) − qL
kφL

k(t)
}

, (eODE2)

4The corresponding assumptions can be easily checked.
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where (eODE1) and (eODE2) respectively hold fork ∈
{1, · · · , KH} and k ∈ {1, · · · , KL}. Here we use the fol-
lowing shorthand notation:

γH(t) = πR(t)γR(t) + πC(t)γC(t)

whose form is obvious from (18).
In the stationary regime, we can get the following fixed

point equation:

q̄H = σH

∑KH

k=0

(
γH
)k

∑KH

k=0
(γH)k

qH
k

, (eFPE1)

q̄L = σL

∑KL

k=0

(
γC
)k

∑KL

k=0
(γC)k

qL
k

, (eFPE2)

γH = πR
(

1 − e−q̄H
)

+ πC
(

1 − e−q̄H−q̄L
)

, (eFPE3)

γC = 1 − e−q̄H−q̄L

. (eFPE4)

Remark 2 R2.1 It is remarkable that the extended ODE
model laid out in (eODE1) and (eODE2)encompassesthe
homogeneous system in Section II, and the heterogeneous
system in Section III as well, which has the two prioritization
functionalities.

R2.2 For instance, if∆ = ∞, we haveπR(t) = 1 and the
ODE model reduces to the homogeneous system (ODE). On
the other hand, if∆ = 0, we haveπC(t) = 1 and the ODE
model reduces to a purely heterogeneous system, implying that
the AIFS differentiation is disabled.

R2.3 What is the most surprising is that the FPE (eFPE1)-
(eFPE4)coincides with that proposed in [10, Section VI],
which was derived rather intuitively.

In the following, we give the meanings of three conditions
akin to those in Section II-C, by adopting which we present
two lemmas.

qH
k andqL

k are nonincreasing ink, (eMONO)

(eFPE1)-(eFPE4) has a unique solution, (eUNIQ)

qH
k ≤ 1 andqL

k ≤ 1, ∀k. (eMINT)

Lemma 3 (Monotonicity Implies Uniqueness)
(eMONO) implies (eUNIQ).

Lemma 4 (Mild Intensity Implies Uniqueness)
(eMINT ) implies (eUNIQ).

Proofs of the above two lemmas are in Appendix. It is
of importance to note that these lemmas are of evengreater
generality because they hold for all∆ ≥ 0 and ∆ = ∞ as
well, implying that Lemmas 1 and 2 respectively correspond
to the special cases of Lemmas 3 and 4,i.e., the case∆ = ∞.

We are not able to prove the equivalent of Theorem 1 for
the case where there are more than one class due to the inter-
class coupling arising from CW differentiation. This coupling
makes it technically challenging to find a stable ODE, which
would bound the solution of the ODE as in the proof of
Theorem 1. In the meantime, the other coupling induced by
AIFS differentiation does not seem to cause a major technical
difficulty. As of now, we have to content with having stated
the problem precisely with its inherent technical difficulty.

IV. SELECTED COUNTEREXAMPLES

Before proceeding to selected examples, we must bridge the
gap between ODE models and the backoff processes in 802.11.
This gap emerged right on applying theintensity scalingin
Section II-C, which requires per-stage backoff probability be
qk/N . Putting pk = qk/N , we note that substitutingqk by
Npk should yield a reasonable approximation ifpk is small.
After removing the re-scaling from (ODE), we have

dφk

dt
(t) = pk−1φk−1(t)γ(t) − pkφk(t) (ODE’)

whereγ(t) := 1−e−Np̄(t) andp̄(t) :=
∑K

k=0 pkφk(t). It is no
wonder that the equilibrium of (ODE’) satisfies the Bianchi’s
formula, (1) and (2).

A. Example 1: Multistability

Consider thehomogeneoussystem (ODE’). Plugging (1)
into (2) yields:

f(γ) := = 1 − exp

(

−N

∑K

k=0 γk

∑K

k=0
γk

pk

)

− γ = 0 (19)

which is a function of onlyγ. Consider the following mul-
tistability example where there areN = 1200 nodes and
K + 1 = 13 backoff stages. The attempt probability at each
backoff stagepk is

(p0, p1, · · · , p12) =

(
1

3200
,

1

160
,

m

160
, · · · ,

m11

160

)

wherem = 6/5 = 1.2. The roots of (19) can be computed
from Fig. 3(a) as

(γ1, γ2, γ3) = (0.540, 0.828, 0.952).

We have simulated the corresponding Discrete Time Markov
Chain (DTMC) to obtain short-term averages of collision prob-
ability γ(t) and occupancy measureφk(t). The instantaneous
collision probability for each 2000 backoff time-slots is shown
in Fig. 3(b), which tends to concentrate aroundγ1 = 0.540
andγ3 = 0.952. Note that the average collision probability for
the entire duration of the simulation is0.832 that is neitherγ1

nor γ3.
Recall thatφk(t) denotes the fraction of nodes in backoff

stagek. Fig. 3(c) shows the short-term average of the fraction
of nodes in backoff stagek ∈ {1, · · · , 3} versus that in backoff
stage0. From the top to the bottom, the short-term occupancy
measures of stage1 − 3 are shown in order, where the two
kinds of markers,i.e., circle (◦) and star (⋆), stand for the
occupancy measures at two equilibriums,γ3 and γ1, which
are computed from (ODE’). Thebistability of this system
is precisely predicted from either two modes of behavior of
(ODE’) or the eigenvalues of Jacobian matrices at the three
equilibrium points.
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Fig. 3. Bistabilty Example: There are three solutions to the fixed point
equation, two of which (γ1 and γ3) are stable and the other one (γ2) is
unstable. Short-term average statistics measured for each 2000 backoff time-
slots suggest bistability.

B. Example 2: Stable Oscillation

We have managed to discover a rare example by delving
into theheterogeneoussystem, without AIFS differentiation,
i.e., ∆ = 0, which in turn leads toπR = 0 and πC = 1.
Suppose there are two classes H and L such that population
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Fig. 4. Oscillation Example: There is a unique solution (γ1) to the fixed point
equation but the decoupling assumption doesnot hold. Short-term average
statistics measured for each 2000 backoff time-slots suggest stable oscillation
around the unique equilibrium.

of each class isNH = NL = 640. The numbers of backoff
stages are assumed to be equal,i.e., KH + 1 = KL + 1 = 21.
The attempt probability at each backoff stage is:

(pH
0 , pH

1 , · · · , pH
20) =

(
1

2400
,

1

480
,
m

40
, · · · ,

m19

40

)
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(pL
0, p

L
1 , · · · , pL

20) =

(
1

3840
,

1

64
,

1

64
, · · · ,

1

64

)

wherem = 4/5. It is easy to verify that the corresponding
fixed point equation takes the following form:

f(γ) := = 1 −
∏

X∈{H,L}

exp



−NX

∑KX

k=0 γk

∑KX

k=0
γk

pX
k



− γ = 0

which has the followingunique solution as shown in Fig. 4(a):

γH = γR = γC = γ1 = 0.912.

Since there is only one solution, one might be much inclined
to hazard the conjecture by Bianchiet al. [2], [10] that the
collision probability is approximatelyγ1. However, there is a
stable limit cycle around this equilibrium. In other words, the
oscillation is stable,i.e., not transient but lasting forever. The
event-average collision probability obtained through simula-
tions is0.869 which is less thanγH or γC.

Similarly, we have run DTMC simulations to obtain the
short-term average statistics. We can see from Fig. 4(b) that,
unlike the previous example, the trajectory of instantaneous
collision probability forms almost periodic oscillation and does
not tend to concentrate around the unique equilibriumγ1.
Though the oscillation is not deterministic but stochastic, it
clearly persists as time goes to infinity. The period of the
oscillation empirically can be computed from Fig. 4(b) as
between19000 and 20000 time-slots. The oscillation and its
period are exactly predicted from the trajectories of the ODE
model (sold lines) as shown in Fig. 4(c). The unstability of
γ1 can be decided by the eigenvalues of the corresponding
Jacobian matrix.

The decoupling assumption does not hold; in contrast, nodes
are coupled by the oscillations of the occupancy measure, an
emerging property of the system dynamics.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS WITH A CONJECTURE

Since it is axiomatic that the fixed point equation (FPE),
called Bianchi’s formula, must have a unique solution in order
to provide an approximation, there has been a speculation that
the uniqueness of the solution might assure the validity of the
FPE, which has been the main subject of previous approaches
by Kumar et al. [10], and Ramaiyanet al. [15]. One coun-
terexample in our paper has shown that this speculation is
not always true, putting another emphasis on validation of the
decoupling assumption which underlies the formula.

Thanks to recent advances in mean field theory [6], [1] and
also [17], we have analyzed the validity of the FPE by deter-
mining the stability of an ordinary differential equation (ODE).
In the course of establishing stability, we obtained an illumi-
nating insight that not only monotonicity but also mildness of
per-stage attempt probability guarantees the uniqueness of the
equilibrium, which made the logical relations between them
clear. Paradoxically, the mathematical formalism of mean field
theory presented us asuccinct stability condition (MINT ),
whose main implication is as follows: to achieve perfect
decoupling between nodes as populationN grows, in addition
to reducing the attempt probability atkth backoff to qk/N ,

we need tofurther weaken the node activity such that the re-
scaled attempt probability satisfiesqk ≤ 1. The existence of
such an upper bound appears to be in best agreement with our
usual intuition. We also have established that this condition is
sufficient for optimizing the aggregate throughput, hence it is
practical as well.

Though an EDCA prioritization mechanism causes a new
type of coupling between the evolutions of per-class remaining
idle times and backoff stages, which has been an intricate
complication [17], another penetration, also formalized by
mean field argument, has led us to an extended form of an
ODE model spinning off a generalized FPE as well.

Lastly, we conjecture that (MINT ) implies the global sta-
bility of (eODE1) and (eODE2) as well, as observed in our
exhaustive simulations. We believe that it is provable with a
Lyapunov function though the form of which is unknown yet.
Although theoretical support to this conjecture is not available,
we hope the discussion can introduce the challenging side of
the open stability problem.
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APPENDIX

For notational simplicity, the sets of backoff stages
{0, · · · , KH}, {0, · · · , KL} are denoted byKH and K

L, re-
spectively.

A. Alternative Proof of Lemma 1

We show the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium
point. Recall the notationK = {0, · · · , K}. Differentiating the
right-hand side of (FPE1) with respect tōq, we can see that
the following equation determines the sign of the derivative.

δK :=
∑

k∈K

kγk−1




∑

j∈K

γj

qj



−
∑

j∈K

γj

(
∑

k∈K

kγk−1

qk

)

=
∑

k∈K

∑

j∈K
γk+j−1

(
k
qj

− k
qk

)

.

Consider a proper subsum,δκ, which can obtained by replac-
ing K with κ ∈ {1, · · · , K − 1}. Recall thatq0 ≥ q1 by the
assumption; then it is easy to see thatδ1 ≤ 0 is true. Now
supposeδκ is zero or negative. We showδκ+1 ≤ 0 if δκ ≤ 0.
Rearranging terms ofδκ+1, it is not difficult to obtain:

δκ+1 = δκ +
[
∑κ

i=0 γκ+i (κ + 1 − i)
(

1
qi

− 1
qκ+1

)]

where the second term on the right-hand side is zero or
negative asqi is nonincreasing fori ∈ K. As δ(K) is zero or
negative, we can conclude that the right-hand side of (FPE1)
is a nonincreasing function which is positive and converges to
(K+1)/

∑

k∈K
q−1
k at p̄ = ∞. This conclusion taken together

with the fact that the left-hand side of (FPE1) is an identical
function from[0,∞) to [0,∞) proves that there exists a unique
equilibrium pointq̄.

B. Proof of Lemma 3

First, we note from (eMONO) that the right-hand sides
of (eFPE1) and (eFPE2) are nonincreasing inγH and γC,
respectively. The proof of this fact is almost identical to that
of Lemma 1.

Assume that there are two solutions(q̄H, q̄L) and (´̄qH, ´̄qL)
of the fixed point equation (eFPE1)-(eFPE4) and´̄qH ≥ q̄H,
without loss of generality. If we assume that´̄qL ≥ q̄L , it
follows from (eFPE4) that́γC ≥ γC. Because the right-hand
side of (eFPE2) is nonincreasing inγC, we must havé̄qL ≤ q̄L

and hencéγC ≥ γC. Now we have shown by contradiction that
´̄qH ≥ q̄H implies ´̄qL ≤ q̄L and γ́C ≥ γC.

Moreover, we can rewrite (eFPE3) in the following form:

γH =

(
1 − γR

)∆
+ γR

∑∆−1
i=0

(
1 − γR

)i

{
∑∆−1

i=0 (1 − γR)
i
}

+ (1−γR)∆

γC

=
1

{
∑∆−1

i=0 (1 − γR)
i
}

+ (1−γR)∆

γC

(20)

where the second equality can be easily verified. AsγR =
1 − e−q̄H

is increasing inq̄H, ´̄qH ≥ q̄H implies γ́C ≥ γC and
γ́R ≥ γR. Combining these with the fact that (20) is increasing
in γR and γC, we can establish that̄́qH ≥ q̄H implies γ́H ≥
γH. On the other hand, since the right-hand side of (eFPE1)

is nonincreasing inγH, the inequalityγ́H ≥ γH must imply
´̄qH ≤ q̄H.

In conclusion, if we assumé̄qH ≥ q̄H, we have´̄qH ≤ q̄H,
which implies that́̄qH = q̄H. Then it automatically follows that
´̄qL = q̄L , γ́H = γH, and γ́L = γL .

We still have to establish the existence of the solution. We
first note that the left-hand sides of (eFPE1) and (eFPE2) are
identical functions of̄qH and q̄L , respectively, from[0,∞) to
[0,∞). Because (eFPE4) is increasing in̄qL , for each fixed
q̄H, the right-hand side of (eFPE2) is a positive nonincreasing
function of q̄L by the proof of Lemma 1. Likewise, as (eFPE3)
is increasing inq̄H for each fixedq̄L , the right-hand side of
(eFPE1) is a positive nonincreasing function ofq̄H by the proof
of Lemma 1. This completes the proof.

C. Proof of Lemma 4

Multiplying both sides of (eFPE1) and (eFPE2) respectively
by (1 − γH) and (1 − γC) yields the following equations:

q̄H(1 − γH) = σH

∑

k∈KH

(
γH
)k

∑

k∈KH
(γH)k

qH
k

· (1 − γH), (eFPE1’)

q̄L(1 − γC) = σL

∑

k∈KL

(
γC
)k

∑

k∈KL
(γC)k

qL
k

· (1 − γC). (eFPE2’)

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3 except that:
E.1 We adopt the fixed point equation (eFPE1’), (eFPE2’),

(eFPE3) and (eFPE4).
E.2 We note from Lemma 2 that the right-hand sides of

(eFPE1’) and (eFPE2’) are decreasing respectively inq̄H and
q̄L, and less than or equal to the left-hand sides of (eFPE1’)
and (eFPE2’) respectively at̄qH = 1 and q̄L = 1.

To complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that the left-
hand sides of (eFPE1’) and (eFPE2’) are increasing respec-
tively in q̄H and q̄L. It follows from the proof of Lemma 2
that (eMINT ) implies q̄H ≤ 1 and q̄L ≤ 1. It is also obvious
from the form of q̄L(1 − γC) = q̄Le−q̄H−q̄L

that the left-hand
side of (eFPE2’) in increasing in̄qL ∈ [0, 1].

To sum up again, it is now enough to show that the left-
hand side of (eFPE1’) is increasing in̄qH ∈ [0, 1]. To establish
this, we rewrite (eFPE3) in a compact form

γH = 1 −

{

e−q̄H
h(q̄H, q̄L)

h(q̄H, q̄L) + 1
+

e−q̄H−q̄L

h(q̄H, q̄L) + 1

}

whereh(q̄H, q̄L) :=
(

eq̄H∆ − 1
)

· 1−e−q̄H
−q̄L

1−e−q̄H . Differentiating

q̄H(1 − γH) with respect toq̄H yields

(1 − q̄H)
e−q̄H

h + e−q̄H−q̄L

h + 1
+ q̄H e−q̄H

− e−q̄H−q̄L

(h + 1)2
·

dh

dq̄H

whereh is a shorthand notation forh(q̄H, q̄L). The first term
of the above equation is positive forqH ∈ (0, 1). The sign of
the second term is determined bydh

dq̄H which is nonnegative
becauseh can be rearranged as

h(q̄H, q̄L) =

∆∑

i=1

eq̄Hi ·
(

1 − e−q̄H−q̄L
)

which is nondecreasing in̄qH. This completes the proof.
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